A good way to get a lot out of playing these pieces is to learn the melodies first, then harmonize them yourself, then compare with given harmonizations.
stray. O_______ tidings of

com - fort and joy. Com - fort and

joy. O_______ tidings of

com - fort and joy.
"God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen" - Ted Greene Arrangement  p. 3

OPTIONAL ENDING, VARIATION 1:

joy.

O________ ti - dings of

com - fort and joy.

OPTIONAL ENDING, VARIATION 2:

joy.

O________ ti - dings of

com - fort and joy.
GOD REST YE MERRY GENTLEMEN

One good way to get a lot out of playing these pieces is to learn the melodies first, then harmonize them yourself, then compare with given harmonizations.

Optional last 3 measures